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Abstract — BigData management is merely concerned with the large-scale data, generated from the cloud, mobile computing, media accessing 

and many more. Based on the research survey, such as BigCache, which emphasizes on efficiently serve the data to the end-user by provisioning 

the large cached data at local site, thereby to benefit effective bandwidth utilization, low server load and rapid data access at low cost. To extend 

this work, we would like to incorporate the notion of data gears in BigData management, to accelerate the large data access in mobile networks, 

which consist of the small size portable devices with mobility and low resources. These lead to the many challenges such as small cache, 

bandwidth management, power consumption, data sharing, secured access and so no. We mainly focus on the data access and bandwidth level in 

BigData through providing 'Gear Architecture' for the flexibility, portability and interchangeability of the various components in BigData over 

mobile networks. We will target to improve the utilization through proposing data access techniques in extended ranges using BigData analytic 

as a Gear. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

21
st
 century is century of information and technology where 

each and every entity produce the torrent of data so called big 

data, So just because of that it is difficult to manage this type of 

large data so that we have to manage the big data by using 

various technique so that we can easily, securely and fast 

access these data. 

Now a days the big challenge is to analyze
[8]

 and 

process these torrent of data into the time so that data is 

transfer useful information to users. Further mobile networks 

is growing faster and faster and it will also grow the growth
[10]

 

of data like multimedia (youtube  , vimo, etc.. ), image, audio, 

video etc. So that there is technique so called cached based 

approach for the frequently used data by mobile users, the 

main motive of using cache based approach is to effective 

bandwidth utilization , fast access on lower bandwidth devices 

such as mobile, tablet etc. So that caching based technique is 

mainly divided in to three part , first is caching schema, 

second is cache decision system and third is cache replacement 

policy. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. BigCache: A Cache-based BigData Management in 

Mobile  Networks
 [1]

. 

 

Now a days BigData is most trending concept and when 

we integrate BigData with  mobile networks for mobile 

computing it will generate new concept called BigCache. 

BigCache is very much important system for addressing 

efficient caching of a data item in mobile networks.  

In this paper author proposes a new cache base  

system for mobile networks with low Internet bandwidth 

and less mobile resource that constraints cause a frequent 

disconnection, thereby hard to access BigData ,thereby 

author describe three caching method schemes, namely 

Request-based Caching scheme (RC), Priority-based 

Caching scheme (PC) and Scale based Caching scheme 

(SC) along with cache decision system (CDS) and cache 

replacement process for cache based BigData management. 

 

B. Cache Replacement Strategies for Mobile Data 

Caching
[2]

 

 In Mobile computing environment data 

caching is for improving data availability and access 

latencies particularly because these computing 

environments are characterized by narrow bandwidth 

wireless links and frequent disconnections. Cache 

replacement policy plays a vital role to improve the 

performance in a cached mobile environment, since the 

amount of data stored in a client cache is small. 

 

In this paper author reviewed some cache 

replacement policies proposed for mobile data caches. We 

made a comparison between these policies after classifying 

them based on the criteria used for evicting documents. In 

addition, this paper suggests some alternative techniques 

for cache replacement. 
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C. Big Data Meets Telcos: A Proactive Caching Perspective 

[3]  

 Depending on the rating density and storage 

size, the numerical results showed that several caching 

gains are possible in terms of users’ request satisfactions 

and backhaul off loadings. An interesting future direction 

of this work is to conduct a more detailed characterization 

of the traffic which captures different spatio-temporal 

content access patterns. In order to estimate the content 

access patterns for cache decision, the development of 

novel machine learning algorithms is yet another 

interesting direction. Finally, design of new 

deterministic/randomized cache decision algorithms are 

required and should not be purely based on content 

popularity and storing most popular contents, so that 

higher backhaul offloading can be achieved while 

satisfying users’ requests. 

 

D. Big Data Caching for Networking: Moving from Cloud to 

Edge
 [4]

 

In this article, author introduced a proactive 

caching architecture for 5G wireless networks by processing 

a huge amount of available data on a big data platform and 

leveraging machine learning tools for content popularity 

prediction. Additionally, relying on this prediction and using 

extracted traffic information from this data, the gains of 

caching have been investigated throughout numerical 

studies. One possible direction of this work is to investigate 

the proposed big data analysis framework in a real-time 

fashion. For this, recent frameworks that exist in the Eclipse 

eco-system, such as Apache Spark and its built-in libraries 

Spark Streaming for real-time data processing and MLlib for 

machine learning libraries, are of interest. 

 

E. Big Data Analytics in Mobile Cellular Networks
 [5]

 

Big data analytics will be an indispensable part 

of the mobile cellular operators' consideration of network 

operation, business deployment, and even the design of the 

next-generation mobile cellular network architectures. In this 

paper, the connection between big data analystics and mobile 

cellular networks has been systematically explored. Here 

author provided a broad overview of big data analytics based 

on radom matrix theory. Next, an architectural framework 

for the applications of big data analytics in cellular networks 

was presented. Moreover, several illustrative examples were 

provided.  

In addition author also provide some 

illustrative case studies including different types of data like 

signaling data, traffic data, location data etc.   

 

F. JeCache: Just-Enough Data Caching for Just-in-Time 

Prefetching in Big Data Applications
 [6] 

 In this paper, author propose a novel just-

enough big data caching scheme for just-in-time block 

prefetching to improve the cache effectiveness of big data 

clusters. With just-in-time block prefetching, a block is 

cached in just before the task begins to process the block, 

rather than being cached in along with other blocks of the 

same dataset being processed. We monitor block accesses 

to measure the average processing time of data blocks, and 

then estimate the minimal number of blocks that should be 

kept in cache for a big dataset, so that the speed of data 

processing matches with that of data prefetching, and each 

upper level task can obtain its input blocks from cache just 

in time. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

 Here we proposed notion of big data gear in which 

we proposed four gear system for accurate large data in mobile 

networks. 

A. Basic Architecture 

Here we can present the basic architecture of the proposed 

system. 

 

A	cloud	of	data	sources,	which	
have	large	data	traffic	and	torrent	

of	data	storage	from	various	
websites/server

A	set	of	gears,	which	have	been	
deployed	to	provide	filtration,	

portability,	flexibility	and	searching	
features

A	spatio-temporal	local	sites	
to	provide	data	to	the	end-

users

End-user,	who	accesses	the	
large	data	from	BigData	
cloud	based	on	gears

 
 

 

Fig 1. Basic Architecture of the system 

B. Proposed Gears 

 

1) Analytical Gear 

 

This gear is responsible to perform analytics of 

the user-data retrieval based on frequency and data-size 

parameter. The highly-accessed data (i.e., frequent data) has 

been filtered and stored at the local-site, hence to reduce the 

Internet bandwidth and server load. For example, the recent 

videos related to the political event, which has high influence 

on the user-access. Such videos will be recognized by the G1 
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and stored on the local site. Over a period of time, frequency 

analysis gives the decision that for how much time that video 

should be kept on local cache. 

Analytical Gear also contain cache decision system 

(CDS) and cache replacement policy. The major work of 

cache decision system is to check that data should be cached 

or not. 

 

a) CDS 

 

The major work of cache decision system is to check that data 

should be cached or not. Indexing parameter nd  is indexing 

factor. 

 

where  

where, s, t, f, r and e are d’s size (in bytes), durability (i.e., 

freshness in seconds), access-frequency (i.e., number of 

accesses) , rating (i.e., number of likes) and engagement factor 

(i. e average data transferred to user) respectively. 

While, S, T, F and R are the respective LS’s largest-size data, 

oldest-time-stamp data, total access-frequency counts and total 

rating counts of all existing data in cache. Thus, the values of 

S, T, F and R are computed as follows: 

 

S = Max(si) , i  N 

T = Max(ti) , i  N 

F =  

R =  

Now, if  , here   where  is 

decisive factor of i data item
.[1]

 

Then data item might be cached and if  then cache 

miss
[1]

, If not then data will be cached into LS(Local Site). 

 

 

2) Storage Gear 

 

This gear keeps track of the availably of storage at local sites 

and distribute effectively the cached data on the local sites. 

This distribution effectively provides the data storage and 

reduces the redundancy at local sites, thereby improving the 

data availability in mobile networks. 

 

Eq
n 

   

,where   

 

 w1,w2 are weight coefficients,  

d for distance 

s for storage space 

 

3) Bandwidth Gear 

 

This gear effectively selects the global site of 

data source. For example, a YouTube video may be streamed 

from the various location as it has been stored at various 

locations across the globe. Hence, G3 selects the best local site 

which provides the high bandwidth to the end-user, who has 

requested the video from YouTube cloud. 

 

Eq
n 

  

 
 

where   

 

 w1,w2 are weight coefficients,  

d for distance 

b for available speed 

 

4) Searching Gear 

This gear is designed to provide the effective 

search mechanism to search the local copy of data across all 

the cached-data at local sites. This reduced the retrieval time 

as well as communication time among all the local sites. This 

gear stores the metadata of all the local cached data for 

effective searching mechanism. 

IV. RESULT 

Here we created sixteen thousand  users, 500 local site(LS) 

And we focused on cache missed ratio
[1]

 and we  what to check 

its performance so we first apply on to existing CDS equation
[1]

 

And then we applied to proposed equation and we get 

improved  result  shown below. 

 

 
Chart-1: Cache Misses Ratio Analysis 
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Here eqn-base
[1]

 gives average 64% cache miss ratio where our 

proposed Equation gives 50% cache miss ratio , so that our 

proposed system gives better optimal output. 

V. CONCLUSION 

There are several Big Data management technique in mobile 

network. In this we propose the notion of  gears (BigData 

Gears ) in BigData management, to accelerate the large data 

access in mobile networks, which consist of the small size 

portable devices with mobility and low resources. Here we 

discussed about this new architecture and implement it ,we get 

optimal output. In future we can add more parameter in Cache 

decision system ,we can also try different caching schemas 

and also add more cache replacement policy. 
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